
Heather wearing Maria P Grazie dress &
United Nude sandals, Photo by Hillary

Headdress by Hsiao-Yee   

    

Aloha LoveTribe, 
It's Spring transition time! New moon,
new life, getting ready to dance with
whatever comes our way!

The shop is still transitioning to spring. 
A lot of new beauties in and coming in
daily. Johnny Was, Citron, Moonlight,
Luchino Visconti "mens", hats, bags,
jewelry and so much more. Next email
we will have some photos of these. The
photo shoot that Heather and Hillary
did  for this email is of Inizio linen,
Maria P Grazie (from her final
collection), and United Nude sandals.
We have many more linen collections
from Inizio that will go out weekly.
And after this weekend, what's left of
the Maria P. Grazie collection will be
available to "borrow" in our clothing Library, Outback X Library. Yes, that is
still going to open ... soon! So bring in your loved but no longer worn
clothing for store credit. Along with new special designer pieces we will
have available to share, Shaye and I will be sharing some of our closet and
some of yours. We still need more larger sizes, so if you are a more
abundant goddess, go through your closet soon! 

Our transition sale has been and will continue for another week to be, all
clothing, except new arrivals, are 30% off.

https://www.instagram.com/outbackxlibrary/


Except now through the weekend an additional 20% off. 
For our LoveTribe only! Password: LoveTribe

It's my birthday Sunday so to celebrate, an additional 20% off
everything through the weekend! This includes new arrivals, jewelry,
accessories, shoes, bags and an additional 20% off all sale racks (racks
that are 30% off, 50% off and $10, $24, $38). 

My wish is that we all celebrate the gift of now, the present! "Yesterday is
history, tomorrow is a mystery and today is the present ... the gift". Yes,
these are exciting times, keep taking deep breaths, like little meditations
and keep noticing the miracles that accompany you along the way, easing
the journey with magic and delight.

Another gift you can give me and us, the goddesses that serve you
Outback in our Temple of Love and Beauty, and our entire LoveTribe, is to
vote for us.
We have been nominated again for Best of the East Bay,
Best Womens Clothing Shop, so please Vote here , we are on the third
page.

Thanks for the gift and miracle you are in my life, 
xoxo Devi

Leanne and Heather in Inizio linen dresses   (We have an abundance of separates and dresses)

https://posting.eastbayexpress.com/oakland/Survey?survey=28714041


Heather wearing Maria P Grazie top with Inizio linen skirt That top is a show stopper
(especially with the STOP sign on the back and the LOST,  VERY LOST front!)

 
This beautifully constructed Maria P Grazie dress is both flattering, fun and comfortable.



CLICK HERE

GREAT design and textural print. She is wearing it with the cool sandals by United Nude. 

Maria P Grazie dress

Password: LoveTribe     

Additional 20% off
EVERYTHING, including 
SALE racks (30-50% off racks
+ $10, $24, $38 racks!!)

Birthday SALE, NOW through Sunday March 1 (Devi's Birthday)

https://posting.eastbayexpress.com/oakland/Survey?survey=28714041


 


